1. Introduction {#se0010}
===============

Every machine translation (MT) system has its own strengths and shortcomings [@br0010]. Statistical machine translation (SMT) system [@br0020] is efficient for rare word handling and adequacy preservation whereas neural machine translation (NMT) system suffers from handling rare words, unknown words, domain mismatch, amount of training data, long sentences, and word alignment [@br0030]. Over-translation and under-translation problems exist in the NMT system [@br0040]. Nowadays, the NMT system has improved its performance significantly [@br0050], [@br0060], [@br0070], [@br0080]. NMT system is better to maintain syntactic structure by which it is able to translate with good fluency [@br0090], [@br0100]. NMT system has a limit on the vocabulary size whereas SMT system (like PBSMT system [@br0090] and Hierarchical machine translation (Hiero) systems [@br0100]) do not have this limitation. As a result, it may have a guarantee of the source text\'s translation coverage since both the adequacy and fluency are important for translation.•**Source Text:** ![](fx001.gif) ![](fx002.gif) ![](fx003.gif) ![](fx004.gif) ![](fx005.gif) ![](fx006.gif)•**Transliterated Source Text:** ganatantra halo ek sarkar byabastha ja nagarikder vote dite ebang tader pachandomato sarkar nirbachan karte dei.•**Reference text:** Democracy is a system of government that allows the citizens to cast vote and select a government of their choice.•**System 1:** Democracy is that allows citizens to select the government.•**System 2:** Democracy a government that allow to cast vote and government of their choice.•**System 3:** is government a system citizens allows which select government.•**Consensus translation:** Democracy is a government system that allows the citizens to cast vote and select a government of their choice. The proposed system uses various translated outputs of a source text by using various translation systems as its inputs. The output of the proposed system is a consensus translation. From the above example, we have a source text (in Bengali) and there are three translated outputs (in English) by using three systems (System 1, System 2 and System 3). The translated sentence by System 1 is incomplete. The translated sentence by System 2 has a grammatical problem. The verb "is" and the word "select" are missing here. The word "cast vote" is missing in the translated sentence by System 3. Hence, it can be surmised that this is not a fluent sentence. On the other hand, the consensus translation merges the better phrases and provides a better translated output. The output is very much fluent and preserves adequacy. Thus, the proposed approach is efficient in this task.

This paper is organized as follows. The research objectives, motivations, and contributions are introduced in Section [2](#se0020){ref-type="sec"}. Related works are presented in Section [3](#se0030){ref-type="sec"}. Section [4](#se0040){ref-type="sec"} describes the detailed procedure of the proposed work. Section [5](#se0080){ref-type="sec"} mentions the description of used benchmark datasets of Indian languages. Prepossessing and the experimental setup are described in Section [6](#se0100){ref-type="sec"}. Section [7](#se0110){ref-type="sec"} provides results and analysis of the proposed approach. Finally, we conclude in Section [8](#se0120){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Study Area {#se0020}
=============

We propose a statistical approach for combining the outputs of different machine translation systems. Multiple systems are taken as black boxes and only their single best hypothesis is required for the combination. We select only the best phrase among all the multiple systems\' translated outputs. Then, all of the best phrases are merged to get the final translation output. Three steps are devoted to combine different systems under consideration, viz., Alignment, Decoding and Scoring. We incorporate WordNet into the alignment algorithm. We also incorporate word2vec [@br0110] into the scoring algorithm. The metrics such as Language Model Probability [@br0120], Mean Length Ratio (MLR), BLEU score [@br0130], Cosine Similarity (CS),[1](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} Word Mover\'s Distance (WMD) [@br0140] are used for scoring the hypotheses. With the help of word2vec, we calculate WMD and CS. Our goal is to create a better system for achieving the advantages of the individual systems.

The main focus of this work is to merge the translated outputs of SMT and NMT systems to achieve better accuracy without having any knowledge of the internal architecture. In this paper, we use Hierarchical phrase-based machine translation system as the SMT system and both Google Translate [@br0150] and Bing Microsoft Translate [@br0160] engines as NMT systems. We use Google Translate and Bing Microsoft Translate to show the capability of re-usability. Finally, we find a significant performance improvement on the quality of translated outputs in various language pairs with the help of the proposed system combination model.

The inputs of our system are the translated outputs of the same source text using different systems. The objective of our system is to generate better translated outputs. One part of the translated text (generated by the *i*th system) could be better than that of the *j*th system. Some other parts of that translated text (generated by the *j*th system) could be better than that of the *i*th system. We select the best phrases from different systems\' generated translated outputs. Then they are recombined to increase efficiency and diversity by packing hypotheses. Firstly, all the phrases are divided and then aligned. Beam search is used on top of these alignments to make this search tractable. Then some scores are assigned based on their features. Finally, the hypothesis with the highest score is selected as the final output.

Building a brand new MT system is a time consuming and resource intensive task. But if there are already different MT systems available for the task, then it seems logical to combine their strengths into a single system. The quality of the translated outputs can be improved by using a system combination approach with the help of the existing systems without knowing the detailed systems\' architecture. This model is designed based on the behavioral study of individual systems. So, instead of building an MT system from scratch we can take advantages of existing systems by using the proposed system combination model.

Our contributions to produce consensus output depend on the following three steps that improve the alignment and the scoring strategies in order to generate the consensus output.•We propose the WordNet based strategy for realistic sense wise alignment.•The primary problem with the previous system combination approach is that it does not have a better scoring strategy [@br0170]. We address this point for better hypothesis selection.•We identify different important features and incorporate them for better scoring.•We consider eight language pairs including Indian language pairs in this work.

3. Related Work {#se0030}
===============

Various applications of Natural Language Processing (NLP); like sentiment analysis [@br0180], [@br0190], question answering [@br0200], question routing services in social context [@br0210], medical and health queries [@br0220] are available in the literature and machine translation is one of them. To improve translation quality, researchers have turned their attention to combine various machine translation systems. Firstly, researchers proposed a system combination approach for machine translation in [@br0230], where knowledge-based MT, example-based MT, and lexical transfer MT are combined using the chart manager. The structure of a multi-engine machine translation (MT) system is shown in Figure 1 of [@br0230]. Statistical MT and rule-based MT are combined together to improve the translation accuracy in [@br0240]. Here, researchers used Anusaraaka MT engine on behalf of rule-based MT and generated output enhanced by the resource of phrase table. Moreover, source side re-ordering rules have been used as catalyst in the in-house data set. Researchers injected lexicon after source side re-ordering and used hierarchical framework in [@br0250] to improve the MT accuracy. They used IIT Bombay English-Hindi Corpus[2](#fn0020){ref-type="fn"} for the experiments. To identify the optimal stack size and beam threshold, the parameters of the statistical MT decoder are fixed dynamically using the CN2 unordered algorithm in [@br0260]. HindEnCorp and ILCI datasets are used as the benchmark datasets for this experiment. Multiple string alignment strategies were used to combine various systems in [@br0270]. A confusion network was built after alignment. Finally, the system combined output was determined from the confusion network by using majority voting technique. The primary problem with this approach is word reordering. GIZA++ toolkit was used for alignment to overcome word reordering problem in [@br0280]. Since alignment is the primary concern here, so translation edit rate (TER) [@br0290] scoring was used for alignments [@br0300]. Authors in [@br0310] used hidden Markov models for the hypotheses alignment. Researchers in [@br0320] described a minimum Bayes\' risk system combination (a subsequence system combination) approach for machine translation. Inversion transduction grammars were used in [@br0330] for better alignment. A sentence-level system combination model was designed in [@br0340]. Phrase-level and word level system combination models were introduced respectively in [@br0350] and [@br0360]. Among them, confusion network based word-level combination models were very impressive [@br0370], [@br0380], [@br0390]. To improve machine translation\'s performance, researchers presented the minimum Bayes\' risk based system combination method. This method assembled together the benefits of subsequence-combination and sentence-selection methods in [@br0320]. Two open source toolkits i.e., multi-engine machine translation (MEMT) [@br0170] and Jane [@br0390] were proposed for the system combination.

Nowadays, neural machine translation (NMT) has become a very prevalent topic for automatic language translation. Most of the works mainly focus to handle rare words [@br0400], [@br0410], [@br0420], [@br0430] and make the full monolingual data useful [@br0440], [@br0450], [@br0460]. Some of the models are engaged to improve attention model [@br0040], [@br0470], [@br0480], [@br0490], and integrating SMT [@br0500], [@br0510], [@br0520]. Pre-translation approach was introduced to handle the rare words in a neural network [@br0530]. Here, the authors first translated the input by using the phrase-based statistical machine translation (PBSMT) system and after that a neural network was used for final translation. Different automated MT systems helped us to make it practically more feasible. Recently, a neural-based system combination has been proposed in [@br0010]. Here, the authors used attention based multiple encoders which are horizontally arranged. Every encoder is attached to an MT system. Every encoder flows their information into the decoder without knowing other encoders\' behavior. In this architecture, a horizontal encoder receives several systems\' information and passes their own information into a common encoder to understand each others\' behavior. Finally, their information is inserted into the decoder. Recently, researchers introduced a hybrid approach to combine various MT\'s outputs [@br0540]. They used neural approach and statistical approach together to combine different MT systems\' outputs. The three stack architecture is introduced here. In the first layer, different MT engines work individually for translation. The produced outputs are inserted into neural-based and statistical-based system combination models. A co-ordination model is placed in the third layer. It helps to integrate all the outputs of the first layer taking help from the second layer. This approach helps to improve both the adequacy and fluency of the translated output because it uses the power of neural network with statistical approach. HindEnCorp corpus has been used in the experiments.

In past several years, the statistical-based approaches were introduced for the MT system combination along with word level, phrase level, and sentence level methods [@br0170], [@br0270], [@br0390], [@br0420], [@br0550], [@br0560], [@br0570], [@br0580], [@br0590].

The target of this work is to achieve advantages of various MT systems and systems combination models without knowing their detailed architectures by using their consensus translations. In this work, we use the WordNet [@br0600], [@br0610], [@br0620] and word2vec for the negative-sampling word-embedding method in the proposed system combination approach. We combine various types of neural and statistical machine translation systems using a statistical approach. The source text has been incorporated to disambiguate the word sense [@br0630], [@br0640] along with various systems\' translated outputs. We find that the hybrid approach is most powerful till now in [@br0540]. The basic components of this architecture are statistical-based and neural-based system combination models. So, our statistical-based model can be incorporated into the hybrid system combination model to improve the overall accuracy.

4. Methodology {#se0040}
==============

The proposed method has three modules viz., (1) an alignment module which is useful for alignment among strings of various hypotheses generated by different MT systems, (2) a decoding module which is important to build hypotheses by using aligned strings using the beam search algorithm which performs this task in reasonable time and (3) a scoring module for estimating the final hypothesis.

Finally, the hypothesis with the highest score from produced *n*-best hypotheses is considered as the final output. The detailed architecture of the proposed model is shown in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 1System combination architecture.Figure 1

Moreover, MT systems are used for basic translations. WordNet helps to improve the lexical knowledge which is crucial for alignment. The decoding step is used to generate hypotheses. The hypothesis with the best score (which is influenced by LM, MLR, BLEU score, CS, WMD) is selected as the final translation output.

4.1. Alignment {#se0050}
--------------

We take the single best outputs $t_{1},t_{2},..t_{n}$ from each of the *n* participating systems. Then, the sentence pair $t_{i}$ and $t_{j}$ are taken and strings (between the sentence pairs) are aligned together. For *n* sentences, we need to align $\frac{n(n - 1)}{2}$ sentences (all possible pairs). A string $w_{1}$ in sentence $t_{i}$ can be aligned to string $w_{2}$ in sentence $t_{j}$ based on the following conditions.•$w_{1}$ and $w_{2}$ are same.•$w_{1}$ and $w_{2}$ have Wu and PaLMer similarity score \> *δ*

After fine-tuning, we achieve the value of *δ* which is equal to 0.80 for the used dataset. We explore 270 words (which are chosen randomly) and vary the value of *δ* to watch (manually) the number of words to align correctly. Results of the fine-tuning for *δ* value selection are shown in [Fig. 2](#fg0020){ref-type="fig"}. The Wu and PaLMer (WuP) similarity score [@br0650] is used to calculate the similarity score. This considers the situation of ideas $i_{1}$ and $i_{2}$ in the taxonomy with respect to the position of the Least Common Subsumer ($i_{1}$, $i_{2}$) (LCS($i_{1}$, $i_{2}$)). This similarity score is based of the assumption that the path-based measures are function of the path length, and depth is the similarity between two concepts. The LCS of two nodes (v1, v2) in a directed acyclic graph (or a tree T) is the deepest node that has both same nodes as descendants, where we define each node to be a descendant of itself (so if there is a direct connection from v2 to v1, the lowest common ancestor is v2).$$Simwup(i_{1},i_{2}) = 2 \ast \frac{(Dep(LCS(i_{1},i_{2})))}{(Len(i_{1},i_{2}) + 2 \ast dep(LCS(i_{1},i_{2})))}$$ A hypernym of $i_{1}$, $i_{2}$ which is the lowest node in hierarchy, is represented as LCS ($i_{1}$, $i_{2}$).Figure 2Optimizing *δ* value.Figure 2

Meteor [@br0660] is used to align the default configuration of English sentences. However, Meteor only supports exact matches for Indian languages. So, the functionality for computing WuP similarity by using Indo-WordNet [@br0670] is added for the Indian languages in our experiments.

4.2. Decoding {#se0060}
-------------

Decoding is traversing of the search space on top of the aligned sentences. It is a strategy similar to that described in [@br0170]. We combine parts of single best outputs to generate a set of hypothesis. The hypothesis is formed with some parts of the single best outputs. The steps are detailed below.•We start with an empty string *ϵ* in our set of hypothesis.•Hypothesis $h_{i}$ always starts and ends with starting and ending words of some single best output.•We can add the first word of any $t_{i}$ into *ϵ*.•Adding of the words can be continued using words from that sentence or can be switched to a different sentence at any time. The switching between different sentences can happen only at aligned words.•Whenever a word *w* is added to hypothesis $h_{j}$ from some $t_{i}$, then word *w* and any word $w^{\prime}$ aligned to *w* in $t_{k}(k \neq i)$ will become unusable for future additions to $h_{j}$. This prevents duplication since aligned words seem to be duplicate.•Let the word *w* is added from a single best output $t_{i}$ to hypothesis $h_{j}$. We can add the next word also from $t_{i}$ or switch to a different $t_{j}$. On switching, the first unused word from that sentence is added to the next hypothesis (shown in [Fig. 3](#fg0030){ref-type="fig"}). In this example, hypotheses building is started from $t_{2}$. The first chosen word "Excellent" is aligned to "good" and "prosperous". So these two words will not be part of this hypothesis. There are three possible next words: "students", "scholar", "boy". So, three hypotheses ("excellent boy", "excellent students", "excellent scholar") will be created at this stage. The same procedure will be continued until either traversing of all words is done or the beam search criteria are satisfied.Figure 3Participating words for next word selection to build the hypothesis.Figure 3•The result is an output which is a combination of parts of different systems.

The searching is accomplished by using the beam search technique and recombination with a beam size *b*. The hypotheses that extend the same way are recombined. The search is guided by the following features.•Hypothesis length in words.•Language model probability and out of vocabulary (OOV) count of the hypothesis.•A number of N-gram matches between hypothesis and single best outputs.

4.3. Scoring {#se0070}
------------

The *n*-best lists are the generated outputs in the decoding step. We define some features by which we calculate the scoring of this *n*-best list. We represent the *n*-best list as $h_{1},h_{2},h_{3}...,h_{k}$ and calculate the score of each $h_{i}$. We select the hypothesis $h_{k}$ with the maximum score. The following features are used to score the *n*-best list. The weights for these features are calculated by using the minimum error rate training algorithm [@br0680].•**Language Model Probability**Language model (LM) probability [@br0120] of hypothesis $h_{i}$ is calculated by using tri-gram language model to ensure fluency. Language can be represented by the conditional probability of the next word in all the previous ones as follows:$$\overline{P}\left( w_{1}^{T} \right) = \prod\limits_{T}^{t = 1}\overline{P}\left( w_{t}|w_{1}^{t - 1} \right)$$ In sub-sequence $w_{i},w_{i + 1},...,w_{j - 1},w_{j}$ the *t*th word is $w_{t}$.•**Mean Length Ratio (MLR)**The mean of single best translation\'s $t_{1},t_{2},..t_{n}$ lengths is calculated as $l_{t}$. The lengths of hypotheses are calculated as $l_{h}$. The ratio of $l_{h}$ and $l_{t}$ is taken as the mean length ratio. Here, the number of words in the sentence is defined as length.•**BLEU score**BLEU score [@br0130] of hypothesis $h_{i}$ is calculated with respect to each of the single best outputs $t_{1},t_{2},..t_{n}$. This introduces *n* features, one feature for each participating system. This feature measures the similarity between the hypothesis and the single best output. This feature is also used to calculate the adequacy of the hypothesis with several translated sentences ($t_{i}$). The BLEU score is defined as follows.$$BLEU(t_{j},h_{i}) = BP.exp\left( \sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N}w_{n}logp_{n} \right)$$$$Where,BP = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
1 & {if} & {t_{j} > h_{i}} \\
e^{1 - \frac{h_{i}}{t_{j}}} & {if} & {t_{j} \leq h_{i}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$ Here, $p_{n}$ is calculated by using *n*-grams up to length N and positive weights $w_{n}$ summing to one.•**Cosine Similarity (CS)**Cosine similarity (CS)[3](#fn0030){ref-type="fn"} of hypothesis ($h_{i}$) is calculated with respect to each of the single best outputs $t_{1},t_{2},..t_{n}$. This also introduces *n* number of features. The following process is carried out to calculate the cosine similarity between two sentences $h_{i}$ and $t_{j}$. The sentence vectors ($v_{h_{i}},v_{t_{j}}$) of sentences $h_{i}$ and $t_{j}$ are calculated and then the cosine between those two vectors are calculated. At first we calculate word vectors followed by summing up them as sentence vector for sentence embedding of sentence *S*. The cosine similarity for sentence vectors $v_{h_{i}}$ and $v_{t_{j}}$ is represented as follows:$$CS(v_{h_{i}},v_{t_{j}}) = \frac{v_{h_{i}}^{T}v_{t_{j}}}{\left| v_{h_{i}} \right|\left| v_{t_{i}} \right|}$$ The measurement of cosine similarity always lies between -1 to +1. This can be used to prevent some hypotheses that contain repeated words since the hypothesis contains the words of single best output. The sentence vectors of hypothesis and the single best output should be close to each other. There would be unrelated words or word repetitions if these vectors differ by a large amount. Here word order does not matter since we are taking vector sum of word vectors. So, this feature does not penalize word movement.•**Word Mover\'s Distance (WMD)**WMD [@br0140] of hypothesis $h_{i}$ is calculated with respect to each of the single best outputs $t_{1},t_{2},..t_{n}$. The cosine similarity calculates the similarity based on same words between hypothesis and the single best output and introduces *n* features. Word Mover\'s distance can be calculated as similarity even when there is no common word between the sentences. This can separate hypothesis having good semantic similarity with the single best output from those who do not have this good semantic similarity. This feature ensures adequacy of the hypothesis.

A sample copy of the hypotheses with score is shown here:

0 \|\|\| ![](fx007.gif) \|\|\| LM=-41.0 BLEU~1~=0.63 BLEU~2~=0.51 BLEU~3~=0.55 MLR=0.87 W2V~1~=0.98 W2V~2~=0.99 W2V~3~=0.86 WMD~1~=1.69 WMD~2~=1.56 WMD~3~=6.08

0 \|\|\| ![](fx008.gif) \|\|\| LM=-41.98 BLEU~1~=0.58 BLEU~2~=0.54 BLEU~3~=0.45 MLR=0.87 W2V~1~=0.97 W2V~2~=0.99 W2V~3~=0.87 WMD~1~=2.58 WMD~2~=1.55 WMD~3~=5.84.

LM refers to the log10 probability of sentence from trigram language model. BLEU~*i*~ refers to BLEU [@br0130] score of hypothesis with respect to the system *i*. MLR is equal to $\frac{\text{Length\ of\ hypothesis}}{\text{Mean\ length\ of\ n\ systems'\ inputs}}$. W2V~*i*~ is cosine of vector of sentence with the respect to the system~*i*~. WMD~*i*~ is the word mover\'s distance with respect to the system *i*.

Publicly available pre-trained word2vec dictionary [@br0690], [@br0700], [@br0710] is used for calculating the cosine similarity and Word Mover\'s distance. Google word2vec is used for English and word2vec trained with Wikidump data is used for Hindi. The language model score ensures fluency of hypothesis and BLEU score, cosine similarity, Word Mover\'s distance ensure adequacy. Finally, we combine the scores of the features linearly with weights to calculate the final scores and select the hypothesis with the highest score as the final output. We tune the weights by using ZMERT [@br0720] which is based on the minimum error rate training of machine translation systems. The weights of their corresponding features are tuned using the ZMERT toolkit. Here, we tried to maximize the accuracy of the combined translation. So, the primary task of the ZMERT toolkit is to find the optimal weights to maximize the likelihood of the output as$$\begin{matrix}
{Objective:optimize} & W_{i} \\
{maximize} & T_{c} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where, $W_{i}$ and $T_{c}$ are the weights of *i*th feature and combined translation. We measure $T_{c}$ in terms of the BLEU score. The abbreviation study to select the features is shown in [Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}. 1 and 0 refer to considering and not considering the metric, respectively. The accuracy of the combined outputs is compared in terms of the BLEU sore. We find that the feature set with LM, MLR, BLEU, CS, and WMD provides best combined output among the subsets.

5. Materials & Methods {#se0080}
======================

The benchmark dataset for Indian languages and English, Indian Language Corpora Initiative (ILCI) corpus [@br0730] are divided into four parts as training set (46996) and development set (1001) for sentence pairs in the Hierarchical statistical phrase-based system. 1000 sentence pairs are used for fine-tuning of system combination model\'s parameters. 1002 sentences are chosen for the test set. We show the proposed strategy for eight language pairs: Bengali to English (Bn-En), Hindi to English (Hi-En), Bengali to Hindi (Bn-Hi), Tamil to English (Ta-En), English to Hindi (En-Hi), Urdu to English (Ur-En), Tamil to Hindi (Ta-Hi), Urdu to Hindi (Ur-Hi). This dataset consists of tourism and health data. Detailed statistics for the dataset are shown in [Table 1](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Statistics of dataset.Table 1Set\#Sentences\#TokensEnHiTaUrTrain46,996803,515844,879587,735829,935Development1,00117,95818,91413,10518,016System combination development1,00017,87818,35611,83718,029Test1,00216,06116,59911,32516,226

6. Experimental {#se0100}
===============

For achieving better performance, the raw data is first pre-processed. In this stage, different pre-processing steps like tokenization, true-casing, removing long sentences as well as finding sentences with a length mismatch exceeding certain ratio are carried out.

For the purpose of experimentation, the outputs of three machine translation systems viz., Hierarchical phrase-based machine translation system (Hiero), Bing Microsoft Translate[4](#fn0040){ref-type="fn"} (Bing Microsoft Translate) and Google Translate[5](#fn0050){ref-type="fn"} (Google) are combined. The Hierarchical phase based system is a special type of SMT system whereas Bing Microsoft Translate and Google Translate are special types of NMT system. Google Translate and Bing Microsoft Translate are used to show that our proposed approach has the capability to make better MT system than the existing commercial translators.

We train the Hierarchical phrase-based machine translation system with tri-gram language model by using modified KneserNey smoothing [@br0740] using IRSTLM [@br0750]. The Moses decoder [@br0760] is used for Hierarchical phrase-based machine translation. Our model learns the word alignments with grow-diag-final and heuristics from the parallel training corpus using GIZA++ [@br0770].

The beam size *b* and *n*-best list are considered as 500, 300 respectively for decoding and scoring in the proposed system combination approach. The frame parameter *r* is set to 7 (seven). ZMERT [@br0720], an open source implementation of minimum error rate training is used for fine-tuning.

7. Results {#se0110}
==========

The experiments on eight different language pairs (including Indian language pairs) show that our proposed system combination approach for machine translation has a significant improvement in the quality of MT output. Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU)[@br0130] and LeBleu [@br0780] are used for quality assessment. The traditional MT evaluation metric BLEU[@br0130] is based on *n*-gram matching that can estimate both fluency and adequacy. It is observed from our experiments that the proposed system combination approach can improve the quality of machine translated outputs. A detailed performance evaluation in terms of BLEU[@br0130] is reported in [Table 2](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}. The table shows that the proposed system combination model has better accuracy than every participating systems (such as Moses, Bing Microsoft Translate, Google) and the traditional system combination model. We also use fuzzy based MT evaluation metric (LeBleu)[@br0780] for a more realistic comparison. The detailed statistics of LeBleu[@br0780] based comparison is shown in [Table 5](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"}. Due to better alignment and scoring, the proposed system helps to improve the accuracy. WordNet injection introduces better alignment. Moreover, the different scoring parameters including Word2Vec, CS, MLR, LM, BLEU, WMD calculate better scores for the hypotheses.Table 2Performance analysis with respect to BLEU score. Outputs of Google Translator and Bing Microsoft Translate are retrieved as on March 2018.Table 2Machine translation systemSystem combination modelHieroBing Microsoft TranslatorGoogle TranslatorMEMT [@br0170]ProposedLanguage pairBn-En6.4812.8514.714.7415.13Hi-En11.7816.5723.6123.1023.85Bn-Hi17.749.9211.4816.9917.85Ta-En0.565.568.128.129.03En-Hi13.919.3519.1919.7820.23Ur-En9.513.293.079.7610.98Ta-Hi1.275.638.158.228.66Ur-Hi46.053.982.7647.0547.17Table 3Abbreviation study for features selection.Table 3LMMLRBLEUCSWMDOutput\'s accuracy (BLEU)Bn-En1110051.380101146.351010155.861101048.741111157.72  En-Hi1110057.480101148.791010160.311101054.771111163.74  Hi-En1110061.240101151.031010165.991101059.761111166.53

It is observed with the human evaluation that the single best output from Google Translate, Bing Microsoft Translate and Hierarchical system contains some untranslated words or translation with extra words. As a result, the adequacy and fluency of the translated outputs are affected whereas the outputs produced by the proposed system combination model contain significantly lesser number of these untranslated words which causes to improve the performance of the proposed model. A snapshot for such a case in Hindi-English translation by using various systems is shown in [Table 4](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}. The selection of the best phrase among the outputs produced by the participating systems makes the translation a special essence. WordNet and influencing parameters for scoring take primary role here. So, the accuracy is improved in our proposed model. Bengali-English translation is compared in [Table 6](#tbl0060){ref-type="table"}. In this case, the translation quality of the Hierarchical system is poor. Google is better than Bing Microsoft Translate but the important phrase "artistic of the pictures" is present in Hierarchical but not in Google Translate. MEMT [@br0170] produces exactly same translation as the Google Translate output. The proposed system intelligently incorporates only the best parts from the Hierarchical system\'s output into the Google Translate output. We also observe that the outputs produced by Google and Bing Microsoft Translate are very similar most of the times but the output from the SMT system may have different word orders or synonyms. In this case, the system combination model produces translations matching with those of Google and Bing Microsoft Translate. The primary intuitions of this approach in selecting the better features for scoring help to identify the weights of different features using the MERT algorithm. The WordNet and word2vec provide more in-depth knowledge about the syntactic and semantic natures of different MT systems\' outputs. Finally, combining the better parts of outputs of different machine translation systems improves the overall accuracy of the translated output.Table 4Error analysis for Hindi-English translation pair.Table 4Source![](fx009.gif)TransliteratedKaii jagah hameM unke panjoM ke nishaan Bhii dikhe, Lekin taigar ka darshan na milne se maiM udaas tha .  ReferenceAt many places we saw their paw prints but I was upset for not being able to find the sight of tiger .  Hieromany places were also their marks of claws us , but Tiger not getting view the I was pensive .  Bing Microsoft TranslateIn many places , we could see their toes , but the tiger\'s philosophy was sad .  GoogleIn many places we also saw the marks of their claws , but I was sad due to not seeing Tiger\'s philosophy .  MEMT [@br0170]In many places we also saw the marks of their claws , but I was sad due to not seeing Tiger\'s philosophy .  ProposedIn many places we also saw the marks of their claws , but I was sad due to not seeing Tiger .Table 5Performance analysis based on LeBleu score. Hiero refers to Hierarchical machine translation system\'s output. Outputs of Google Translator and Bing Microsoft Translate are retrieved as on March 2018.Table 5Machine translation systemSystem combination modelHieroBing Microsoft TranslatorGoogle TranslatorMEMT [@br0170]ProposedLanguage pairBn-En4551.3755.6955.8757.72Hi-En56.3758.165.9466.166.53Bn-Hi58.9146.0849.9157.6158.37Ta-En13.5246.1646.7146.7148.65En-Hi55.0459.9462.3760.4363.74Ur-En53.8143.7642.4653.9554.95Ta-Hi23.940.642.7245.5546.74Ur-Hi77.1341.5640.4877.1678.24Table 6Error analysis for Bengali-English translation pair.Table 6Source![](fx010.gif)TransliteratedHabelir baire kara kalatmak chitrer karane shokhabtike bishwer sabtheke baro mukta kala gyalario bala jae .  ReferenceDue to the artistic pictures made outside the forts Shekhavati is also called as the world \'s largest Open Art Gallery .  Hiero![](fx011.gif) outside done artistic of the pictures due to ![](fx012.gif) the most big of the world free art ![](fx013.gif) be called the .  Bing Microsoft TranslateOutside the building because of the artistic pictures to shokhabtor also known as the world\'s biggest free art gallery .  GoogleDue to fatal images outside of Hablali , Shobhaba is also known as the world\'s largest free arts gallery .  MEMT [@br0170]Due to fatal images outside of Hablali , Shobhaba is also known as the world\'s largest free arts gallery .  ProposedDue to artistic of the pictures , Shobhaba is also known as the world\'s largest free arts gallery .

We have done significance tests, and observe that the results are significant with 95% confidence level (with *p*=0.03) for English to Hindi. For other languages i.e. Bengali to English, Hindi to English, Bengali to Hindi, Tamil to English, Urdu to English, Tamil to Hindi, Urdu to Hindi the value of *p* are 0.06, 0.04, 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.06, 0.06, respectively with 95% confidence level. So, the proposed approach stands to be statistically significant.

8. Conclusions {#se0120}
==============

Our paper proposes a new approach to system combination. We combine the single best outputs from Bing Microsoft Translate, Google Translate and SMT systems. Firstly, the similar words in the outputs of different MT systems are aligned by using uni-gram based surface matching, stemmed matching, and WUP similarity score. Then, the hypothesis is created with the help of a beam search algorithm. The hypotheses are ranked by using language model, word2vec and other features. The hypothesis with the highest score is selected as the best translated output. Experiments with eight language pairs help to conclude that WordNet and word2vec based proposed system combination approach gives better translation accuracy. However, it remains to explore the possibility of building a hybrid architecture for system combination using this system combination approach in future.
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The proposed model can be incorporated to prepare complex machine translation toolkit. It has a power of reusability.
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